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VIEW FROM THE TOP
Volatility made its comeback in February and ‘made it big’,
especially in Japan. Last month, the MSCI Japan dropped -3.8%
in JPY terms. From January 23rd price high to February 14th price
low, the broader market dropped by 11%. The long overdue
correction finally arrived and we were defensively positioned.
However, as volatility spiked higher, correlations shifted
drastically and we still lost -1.77% in the main share class
despite our low risk positioning. In risk off periods the Japanese
yen (JPY) has a tendency to appreciate, which poses a significant
headwind for Japanese equities. The JPY appreciated more than
+5% during the first two months of 2018. The JPY is cheap on
several measures and with a 4% current account surplus as a
percentage of GDP, the JPY has a tendency to appreciate. We
have limited exposure to companies that are highly exposed to
currency swings, however during aggressive sell-offs money
flows matter more than fundamentals. The current economic
environment is rather supportive for corporate earnings and
capacity constraints are often mentioned in meetings with
corporate managements. Over the past decade, Japanese
companies shifted towards higher value-added products and
price increases will protect margins to some extend despite the
currency headwind.

SINGLE STOCKS
Because of the sell-off last month, the hit ratio in the long book
was only 36%. However, the hit ratio in the short book was very
good with 9 of the 10 short positions down for the month. The
best positive contributors were Sanyo Shokai, Pola Orbis and
Metawater. Sanyo Shokai is a deep value turn-around story and
rallied +22% last month. This high-end retailer lost its license to
distribute Burberry in Japan few years ago and the
management is currently in the process of rebranding and reestablishing its own brand formats. Based on our research
work and supported by the company’s fortress-like balance
sheet, we initiated a long position in the 4th quarter of 2017.
Pola Orbis continued to perform well as management is gearing
up for the overseas expansion of its blockbuster product
‘wrinkle shot’. On the losers side, the price action of Nishimatsu
Construction is rather disappointing. The stock dropped -9% in
February due to somewhat ‘confusing’ results. The margin was
soft because the revenue recognition of some projects was

delayed. To us, it seems a timing issue rather than a
deterioration in business conditions. The stock price of
Metawater, a water infrastructure company, which we hold long
since May 2015 started to perform well. Its business is heavily
dependent on municipalities’ decision-making process and
finally some improvement occurred. In contrast, the decline in
Japan Tobacco’s share price was related to the company’s poor
earnings announcement. In our opinion, the stock was cheap
enough to take a long position. However, the company failed to
swiftly re-gain market share, because bottlenecks in the
production process of its new e-vapor product re-emerged.
The stock hit our stop loss and we sold the position.

RISK ALLOCATION
At the end of January, the net exposure was elevated at +42%
and up to the moment of the spike down negatively correlated.
As correlations shifted, we drastically reduced the net
exposure, ending the month with +15% net. As we added index
hedges, the gross exposure increased to 137% from 123%.

STYLE ANALYSIS
In the initial beta sell-off momentum stocks were hit worst, but
led the recovery by mid-month. More importantly, and equally
disappointing, value as a style delivered poor performance as
growth outperformed.

OUTLOOK
In our opinion, the February risk-off period was the precursor
for a deeper correction. At the end of January, global investor
sentiment reached decades-high levels, valuations in the US
were outrageously high and being long risk was a very crowded
trade. We believe in the long-term revival of Japanese equities.
However, in the short term caution is warranted against a
backdrop of, US central bank induced, deterioration in liquidity.
We focus on high quality, strong balance sheet situations in the
long book. Especially those companies with active buy-back
programs, because it is those companies that can take
advantage of lower shares prices to compound earnings-pershare at a higher rate. We have been patient for too long and
with the intention to capitalize on the sell-off, we wait for still
lower equity prices.
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DISCLAIMER
Pelargos Capital B.V. has compiled this publication. Pelargos Capital B.V. is a management company and in that capacity avails of a
license pursuant to section 2:65 of the Act on Financial Supervision of the Netherlands (Wft) as that section reads following the
incorporation of the AIFM Directive in the Wft.
Although the information contained in this publication is composed with great care and although we always strive to ensure the
accuracy, completeness and correctness of the information, imperfections due to human errors may occur, as a result of which
presented data and calculations may vary. Therefore, no rights may be derived from the provided data and calculations. All information
is provided "as is" and is subject to change without prior notice.
Pelargos Capital B.V. does not warrant the adequacy, accuracy or completeness of any information and expressly disclaims any liability
for errors or omissions therein. The recipients of this publication are responsible for evaluating the accuracy, completeness or
usefulness of this information.
The information contained in this publication does not constitute any recommendation, investment proposal, offer to provide a service,
nor a solicitation to buy or sell any security or other investment product.
The publication of this information may be subject to restrictions imposed by law in some jurisdictions. Pelargos Capital B.V. requests
any recipient of this publication to become acquainted with, and to observe, all restrictions. Pelargos Capital B.V. accepts no liability for
infringement of such restrictions.
The recipient shall not distribute, forward or publish this information. No rights may be derived from the provided information, data
and calculations. Also by risks inherent to this investment fund, the value of the investments may fluctuate. Past performance is no
guarantee or guide to future performance.

